Project Name:
Hump-day Matinee

Project Description:
Half-hour television shows or student created shorts screened in the Gallagher Theater in conjunction with Savy Student Wednesdays in the Union. The shows would be popular ones students may have missed the week before (i.e. Grays Anatomy, 24, etc...) while also providing a venue for students to show their own creative works.

Student Priorities:
Increased Faculty-Student programs and opportunities
Expanded Unions services/programs

This promotion brings a larger and more diverse student population to the union and offers a unique time to bring students, faculty & staff together.

Anticipated Impact:
The number of students directly impacted is difficult to estimate for a new program. However, the Hump-day matinees will be open to any student.

The program is designed around the Savy Student Wednesday discount lunches and hopes to add an element of entertainment and/or education to the student lunch experience during the day when commuters and non-traditional students may more likely attend.

The shows will be 1/2 hour in length as to not conflict with classes but still offer a nice midday break.

This may also alleviate the crowded seating as we will allow students to eat their Savy Student meal within the Theater.